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TESS-Rings: A surprising link between Geometry and Number Theory
by Selim Tezel in collaboration with students Tony Diaz, Everett Wallace, Sylvie Lam

The geometric structures discussed in this article were originally discovered in
the spring of 2004 by Tony Diaz  while a sophomore at Concord Academy, during a
Geometer’s Sketchpad explorations lab on the topic of Archimedean Tessellations.  Upon
studying the nature of these structures we came to realize that the rules of their geometric
formation are deeply related to factoring of numbers and thus these structures provide a
beautiful link between Geometry and Number Theory.  We named these structures
“TESS-Rings” to indicate their origins as related to TESSellations and to also hint as to
who worked on them: Tony, Everett, Sylvie, Selim.  Please refer to Appendix 3 &
Appendix 4 for worksheets on how to build and explore TESS-Rings on your own.

Definition: A TESS-Ring is a two dimensional geometric structure formed by joining
coplanar congruent regular polygons side by side until they form a closed ring-shaped
figure, such as the one shown above.  The centers of the regular polygons themselves
create a regular polygon when joined by segments.

Definition:  The number of the sides of the regular polygon used to make the ring is
called the base of the TESS-Ring and the number of regular polygons needed to form the
ring is called the period of the TESS-Ring.

The TESS-Ring shown above is made of ten regular pentagons joined side by
side. Thus, the base of the ring is 5 and its period is 10.  The polygon created by the
centers is a regular decagon.

Notation: A TESS-Ring formed by joining k regular n-gons is denoted by:  nTRk
Thus n is the base and k is the period of the TESS-Ring.  For example a TESS-Ring
formed by ten regular pentagons is denoted: 5TR10
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Below are some more examples:

6TR6                                                                            7TR14

.
  8TR4                                              8TR8

 

9TR6                                                                          9TR18
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Fundamental Question of TESS-Rings: What is the relationship between the number of
sides (n) of a regular polygon and the number of such regular polygons needed (k) to
form a TESS-Ring?   In other words, how does the period (k) of a TESS-Ring relate to its
base (n)?

In the first example, why is it that we need exactly 10 regular pentagons to close
the ring?  As we will see only one TESS-Ring can be formed using regular pentagons.
Why is this so?  Why is it that either 4 or 8 regular octagons can be used to form the ring
made of regular octagons?

We need to express k, the period, in terms of n, the base, in a formula and
discover how they are related.

Technique:   There are several possible techniques that can work to solve this problem
but the following method seems to be one of the simplest and clearest.  The idea is:

1) Join the centers of the regular n-gons forming the TESS-Ring with segments.
2) The shape formed will be a regular k-gon.
3) Express an interior angle of this regular k-gon in terms of n, using angle information of
the n-gons.
4) Solve for k in terms of n.  This will relate k, the number of regular n-gons needed to
close the ring, to n, the number of sides of the regular n-gon.
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Imagine a TESS-Ring forming step by step in the following manner:

Join two regular n-gons side by side.  Connect the centers of the n-gons with a segment.
This segment is one side of the regular k-gon.

Now we have several options (n-1, to be precise) on how to join the third regular n-gon.
As the regular polygons cannot overlap in a TESS-Ring, depending on this choice, we
will either fail in forming a TESS-Ring :

or succeed in forming a TESS-Ring:
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So the main question is where to place the third regular n-gon or equivalently where to
place the next segment joining the next two consecutive centers.  Below some
possibilities are shown.

No side skipped One side skipped
To be joined at side #1 To be joined at side #2

Two sides skipped Three sides skipped
To be joined at side #3 To be joined at side #4

Here the next polygon is joined at side #4 with three sides skipped

A little clear thinking reveals that a TESS-Ring can form if and only if the angle
formed by the segments joining the centers is a “legal” interior angle of a regular
polygon.  In other words, the angle formed must satisfy the interior angle formula of
regular polygons:

k
k )2(
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⋅

This will lead to the following equation:
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where i=0,1,2,3,4,… and represents the index of the side to be joined as shown below.
Note that the number of sides skipped is given by i-1.
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Solving the equation for k in terms of n and i yield the fundamental formula of TESS-
Rings:

  
in

nk
2

2
-

=
where i=0,1,2,3,4, … etc.

(Note:  
2
n

i <   in order to ensure that denominator is not zero or negative)

Whenever for a given n and a given i this expression yields a positive integer for k, there
will be a TESS-Ring.  The value of i will indicate how to connect the n-gons.  Appendix
1 shows an Excel chart that demonstrates how this formula predicts the relationship
between n and k.  The values in the cells are the k values generated by the n (rows) and i
(columns) values.
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Things to note:
Our approach necessitates that we consider the following elementary cases as TESS-
Rings even though they don’t look very much like rings: 3TR6   4TR4   6TR3
Note that these are the basic regular tessellations.

A little bit of inspection of the final chart in Appendix 1 reveals that the chart
exhibits some differences for even and odd values of n.  So we split the chart into odds
and evens to see the pattern clearly.

n k k k k k k
4 4      
6 3 6     

8 4 8     
10 5 10     
12 3 4 6 12   
14 7 14     
16 4 8 16    
18 3 6 9 18   
20 4 5 10 20   
22 11 22     
24 3 4 6 8 12 24
26 13 26     
28 4 7 14 28   
30 3 5 6 10 15 30

The periods (k) for even bases (n) are simply the factors of n greater than or equal to 3.
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n k k k
3 6   
5 10   
7 14   
9 6 18  

11 22   
13 26   
15 6 10 30
17 34   
19 38   
21 6 14 42
23 46   
25 10 50  
27 6 18 54
29 58   

The periods (k) for odd bases (n) are double the factors of n greater than or equal to 3.
For comparison, Fn: factors of n that are greater than or equal to 3.

n Fn Fn Fn
3 3   
5 5   
7 7   
9 3 9  

11 11   
13 13   
15 3 5 15
17 17   
19 19   
21 3 7 21
23 23   
25 5 25  
27 3 9 27
29 29   

Generating and examining the chart carefully for more values of n and i we reach
the following proposition which establishes the Number Theoretic link of the geometric
TESS-Rings.  The proof of the following Theorem can be found in Appendix 2.
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Fundamental Theorem of TESS-Rings:
The period of a TESS-Ring is a factor of its base (greater than or equal to 3*), if the base
is even and twice a factor of its base, if the base is odd.

In other words, the number of congruent regular n-gons needed to generate a TESS-Ring,
is a factor of n (greater than or equal to 3*), if n is even and twice a factor of n, if n is
odd.

More formally:
Let {Fn} be the set of all factors of n greater than or equal to 3.
Let {2Fn} be the set of all factors of n greater than or equal to 3 multiplied by two.

Let {kn} be the set of all values of k such that nTRk is a TESS-Ring.

(1)If n is even: {kn}={Fn}
(2)If n is odd:  {kn}={2Fn}

*as the minimum number of sides of a polygon is 3, this is a natural requirement.

Example1:
Let n=10, then as 10 is even we look at the factors of 10 greater than or equal to 3.
{F10}={5,10}  Thus, possible k values are:  { k10}={F10}={5,10}
 Thus, both  10TR5 and  10TR10   exist.
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Example2:
Let n=9, then as 9 is odd we look at the factors of 9 greater than or equal to 3.
{F9}={3,9}  Thus, possible k values are:  { k9}={2*F9}={2*3,2*9}={6,18}
 Thus, both  9TR6 and  9TR18   exist.

Note: Once we know that a particular TESS-Ring exists we can use the formula

in

n
k

2

2

-
=  to find the value of i, the index of the side to be joined, 

k

k
ni

2

)2( -
= .  So for

example, knowing that 9TR6 exists would tell us exactly how to join the nonagons. As

n=9 and k=6, we get 3
)6(2

)26(
9 =

-
=i .  So we know that we join the nonagons at the 3rd

side, i.e we should skip 3-1=2 sides and then join.
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Corollary of the Fundamental Theorem of TESS-Rings:
If a polygon is a regular p-gon, where p is a prime number, then it has a unique TESS-
Ring.

In other words, a TESS-Ring with a prime base has a unique period

Examples of TESS-Rings with prime bases:
                   3TR6                                                 5TR10                                                               7TR14

Extensions, further explorations, unsolved problems etc:
We would like to extend to our readers some of the following possible research
opportunities:

*Can 3-dimensional versions of the TESS-Rings be formed using Platonic Solids?  There
is some empirical evidence that six dodecahedra joined face by face form a 3-D ring.
Can this be mathematically proven?

*What if we allowed hybrid compositions of regular polygons in the formation of the
rings?  What families of rings can be thus generated?  What rules govern their formation?
Example:
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*Given, s, the side length of the regular n-gons that form a TESS-Ring, nTRk, find area
enclosed by the ring in terms of s, n, k.
Example:

*What tessellation families are possible to generate using TESS-Rings?  What further
Number Theoretical properties are implied by these constructs?

Special Thanks:
We are deeply grateful to Izzet Coskun, (a former student of Selim from Turkey who is
currently a Math post doc at MIT), for reading our document and for making suggestions
for improvement.
We would like to thank the administration and faculty of Concord Academy, especially
George Larivee and the Math Department, for their support in this project.
We would like to thank Concord Academy students Sam Malenchak and Gwen Blumberg
for their artistic explorations and compositions with TESS-Rings.
We are also greatly indebted to Nick Jackiw and Key Curriculum Press for their work on
the amazing dynamic visualization software Geometer’s Sketchpad.  Their efforts
continue to inspire us and expand our horizons.

Contact Info:
For any comments, questions, etc. please contact:     stezel@concordacademy.org
We will enjoy hearing from our readers.
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Appendix 1:

Here is an Excel chart that demonstrates how the fundamental formula of TESS-Rings:

in
nk
2

2
-

=

predicts the relationship between n and k (for up to n=30).  The values in the cells are the
k values generated by the n (rows) and i (columns) values.

n/i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

3 2 6 -6 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0

4 2 4 ### -4 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0

5 2 3.3 10 -10 -3 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -0 -0 -0

6 2 3 6 ### -6 -3 -2 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

7 2 2.8 4.7 14 -14 -5 -3 -2 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

8 2 2.7 4 8 ### -8 -4 -3 -2 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

9 2 2.6 3.6 6 18 -18 -6 -4 -3 -2 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

10 2 2.5 3.3 5 10 ### -10 -5 -3 -3 -2 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1

11 2 2.4 3.1 4.4 7.3 22 -22 -7 -4 -3 -2 -2 -2 -1 -1 -1

12 2 2.4 3 4 6 12 ### -12 -6 -4 -3 -2 -2 -2 -2 -1

13 2 2.4 2.9 3.7 5.2 8.7 26 -26 -9 -5 -4 -3 -2 -2 -2 -2

14 2 2.3 2.8 3.5 4.7 7 14 ### -14 -7 -5 -4 -3 -2 -2 -2

15 2 2.3 2.7 3.3 4.3 6 10 30 -30 -10 -6 -4 -3 -3 -2 -2

16 2 2.3 2.7 3.2 4 5.3 8 16 ### -16 -8 -5 -4 -3 -3 -2

17 2 2.3 2.6 3.1 3.8 4.9 6.8 11 34 -34 -11 -7 -5 -4 -3 -3

18 2 2.3 2.6 3 3.6 4.5 6 9 18 ### -18 -9 -6 -5 -4 -3

19 2 2.2 2.5 2.9 3.5 4.2 5.4 7.6 13 38 -38 -13 -8 -5 -4 -3

20 2 2.2 2.5 2.9 3.3 4 5 6.7 10 20 ### -20 -10 -7 -5 -4

21 2 2.2 2.5 2.8 3.2 3.8 4.7 6 8.4 14 42 -42 -14 -8 -6 -5

22 2 2.2 2.4 2.8 3.1 3.7 4.4 5.5 7.3 11 22 ### -22 -11 -7 -6

23 2 2.2 2.4 2.7 3.1 3.5 4.2 5.1 6.6 9.2 15 46 -46 -15 -9 -7

24 2 2.2 2.4 2.7 3 3.4 4 4.8 6 8 12 24 ### -24 -12 -8

25 2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.9 3.3 3.8 4.5 5.6 7.1 10 17 50 -50 -17 -10

26 2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.9 3.3 3.7 4.3 5.2 6.5 8.7 13 26 ### -26 -13

27 2 2.2 2.3 2.6 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.2 4.9 6 7.7 11 18 54 -54 -18

28 2 2.2 2.3 2.5 2.8 3.1 3.5 4 4.7 5.6 7 9.3 14 28 ### -28

29 2 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.8 3.1 3.4 3.9 4.5 5.3 6.4 8.3 12 19 58 -58

30 2 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.7 3 3.3 3.8 4.3 5 6 7.5 10 15 30 ###

Note: ### denotes here an undefined expression due to division by 0.
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Cleaning the chart of all “illegal” k values (i.e.  k<3 or k non-integer) we get

n/i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

3 0 6 ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ###

4 0 4 ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ###

5 0 0 10 ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ###

6 0 3 6 ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ###

7 0 0 0 14 ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ###

8 0 0 4 8 ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ###

9 0 0 0 6 18 ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ###

10 0 0 0 5 10 ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ###

11 0 0 0 0 0 22 ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ###

12 0 0 3 4 6 12 ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ###

13 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ###

14 0 0 0 0 0 7 14 ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ###

15 0 0 0 0 0 6 10 30 ### ### ### ### ### ### ###

16 0 0 0 0 4 0 8 16 ### ### ### ### ### ### ###

17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 ### ### ### ### ### ###

18 0 0 0 3 0 0 6 9 18 ### ### ### ### ### ###

19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 38 ### ### ### ### ###

20 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 0 10 20 ### ### ### ### ###

21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 14 42 ### ### ### ###

22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 22 ### ### ### ###

23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 46 ### ### ###

24 0 0 0 0 3 0 4 0 6 8 12 24 ### ### ###

25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 50 ### ###

26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 26 ### ###

27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 18 54 ###

28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 7 0 14 28 ###

29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 58

30 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 5 6 0 10 15 30

Note: Here 0 and ### replace “illegal” values of k.  Next chart is a cleaned up and
condensed version of this chart.
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Below is a list of all possible periods k of TESS-Rings, nTRk  , of various bases n.

n k k k k k k
3 6      
4 4      
5 10      
6 3 6     
7 14      
8 4 8     
9 6 18     

10 5 10     
11 22      
12 3 4 6 12   
13 26      
14 7 14     
15 6 10 30    
16 4 8 16    
17 34      
18 3 6 9 18   
19 38      
20 4 5 10 20   
21 6 14 42    
22 11 22     
23 46      
24 3 4 6 8 12 24
25 10 50     
26 13 26     
27 6 18 54    
28 4 7 14 28   
29 58      
30 3 5 6 10 15 30
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Appendix 2:

Fundamental Theorem of TESS-Rings:
Let {Fn} be the set of all factors of n greater than or equal to 3.
Let {2Fn} be the set of all factors of n greater than or equal to 3 multiplied by two.

Let {kn} be the set of all values of k such that nTRk is a TESS-Ring.

(1)If n is even: {kn}={Fn}
(2)If n is odd:  {kn}={2Fn}

Proof of the Fundamental Theorem:
Let {Fn} be the set of all factors of n greater than or equal to 3.
Let {2Fn} be the set of all factors of n greater than or equal to 3 multiplied by two.
Let {kn} be the set of all values of k such that nTRk is a TESS-Ring.

(1)Show that:  If n is even: {kn}={Fn}

(a)Let k*Œ{kn}, then there exists an integer i* such that

*2
2

*
in

n
k

-
=

*)2(*2 inkn -=  and 
2

*)2(* ink
n

-
= .

As n is even, there exists an integer m such that n=2m and thus

*)(*
2

*)22(*
imk

imk
n -=

-
=

 k* is a factor of n,  thus k*Œ{Fn} and we have shown that }{}{ nn Fk Õ .

(b) Let f*Œ{Fn}, then f* is a factor of n and f*≥ 3. We need to show that f*Œ{kn}.  That

is we need to show that there exists an integer i* such that 
*2

2
*

in
n

f
-

= .

If 
*2

*
f
nn

i -=  then the previous equation will be valid.  We just need to make sure that

i* thus constructed is an integer. As n is even and is divisible by f*≥ 3, we can see that i*
must be an integer greater than 0 and less than n/2.  Thus f*Œ{kn} and we have shown
that }{}{ nn kF Õ .

Putting the results of parts (a) and (b) together we see that If n is even: {kn}={Fn}.
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(2) Show that:  If n is odd:  {kn}={2Fn}

(a) Let k*Œ{kn}, then there exists an integer i* such that

*2
2

*
in

n
k

-
=

*)2(*2 inkn -=  and 
2

*)2(* ink
n

-
= .

As n is odd, 2 does not divide (n-2i*).  Thus 
2
*k  must be an integer and must be a factor

of  n.  Thus k*=2f  for some fŒ{Fn}.  Thus k*Œ{2Fn} and we have shown that
}2{}{ nn Fk Õ .

(b)Let 2f*Œ{2Fn}.  Thus f*Œ{Fn} and f* divides n.  We need to show that 2f*Œ{kn} by

showing that there exists an integer i* such that 
*2

2
*2

in
n

f
-

= .

If 
*22

*
f
nn

i -=  then the previous equation will be valid.  We just need to make sure that

i* thus constructed is an integer.  Let’s rewrite i* as:  )
*

(
2
1

*
f
n

ni -= .  As f* is a factor

of n and n is odd, 
*f

n  must be odd and 
*f

n
n -  must be even, thus divisible by 2.  Thus

)
*

(
2
1

f
n

n - , which is equal to i*, is an integer and as f* ≥ 3,  i* must be between 0 and

n/2.  Thus 2f*Œ{kn} and we have shown that }{}2{ nn kF Õ .

Putting the results of parts (a) and (b) together we see that If n is odd: {kn}={2Fn}.

The parts (1) and (2) together prove the proposition.
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Appendix 3

Worksheet I:  Creating Regular Polygons and Exploring Tessellations with
Geometer’s Sketchpad
Fill in the chart below for the following Regular Polygons:
Number of sides Name Measure of an Interior angle

n n-gon nn /180)2( -
3 Triangle 60
4 Square 90
5
6
7 *
8
9

10
11 Hendecagon *
12 Dodecagon

*Leave answer as a fraction

Example: Creating the regular pentagon
* Make sure you are using Geometer’s Sketchpad version 4.0 or up.
* Draw segment 

† 

AB   (A is the first, B is the second point)
(Do not label the points.  They are labeled here for purpose of demonstration)

AB

* Select point B and Mark it as Center via Transform Menu
* Select segment 

† 

AB  and point A and Rotate them by 108 degrees (the appropriate
number of degrees would be : 60 for triangle, 90 for square, etc) via Transform Menu

C

AB

Repeat the process:
* Select point C and Mark it as Center via Transform Menu
* Select segment 

† 

BC  and point B and Rotate them by the appropriate number of degrees
(60 for triangle, 90 for square, 108 for pentagon, etc) via Transform Menu,  etc, etc,……
* Continue until the polygon is complete:
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* Select the vertices in order and Construct Polygon Interior via Construct Menu.
* Give a (different) color to (each) polygon via the Display Menu.

* Select the entire polygon and use Create New Tool function to add it to the tool bar.
* Name the polygon appropriately.  Test your new tool.

* Clean up the sketch before starting to build new regular polygon.

* Using the same sketch, repeat this process to construct all the regular polygons in the
chart and add them to the tool bar.  Make sure to save your sketch, naming it something
along the lines of “Regular Polygons”.

In Class:
Explore regular tessellations: what tiling schemes are possible using only one type of
regular polygon?

HW Project:
Explore semi-regular tessellations: what tiling schemes are possible using a combination
of regular polygons?  Do a research over the internet about Archimedean Tessellations.

Extra Credit:
Explore other advanced tessellations, such as Cairo Tessellation, Hyperbolic Tessellation,
Penrose Tiles.
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Appendix 4:

Worksheet II: Creating and Exploring TESS-Rings with Geometer’s Sketchpad

Appropriate class level: High School and up.
Appropriate Geometer’s Sketchpad mastery level: Strong
Difficulty: Medium to Hard
Related Topics:
Geometry: Regular Polygons, Tessellations.
Number Theory: Factors of a whole number.

Background: The geometric structures we will study in this worksheet were originally
discovered by Tony Diaz in the spring of 2004 during a Geometer’s Sketchpad
exploration lab on Tessellations while enrolled at an introductory Geometry class as a
high school sophomore.

Definition: A TESS-Ring is a two dimensional geometric structure formed by joining
coplanar congruent regular polygons side by side until they form a closed ring-shaped
figure, such as the one shown above.  The centers of the regular polygons themselves
create a regular polygon when joined by segments.

Definition:  The number of the sides of the regular polygon used to make the ring is
called the base of the TESS-Ring and the number of regular polygons needed to form the
ring is called the period of the TESS-Ring.

The TESS-Ring shown above is made of ten regular pentagons joined side by side. Thus,
the base of the ring is 5 and its period is 10.  The polygon created by the centers is a
regular decagon.

Notation: A TESS-Ring formed by joining k regular n-gons is denoted by:  nTRk
Thus n is the base and k is the period of the TESS-Ring.  For example a TESS-Ring
formed by ten regular pentagons is denoted: 5TR10

*Be sure to be using Geometer’s Sketchpad version 4.0 or up.
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(I) Creating a TESS-Ring with pentagonal base:
*Use the regular pentagon tool that you developed to create a TESS-Ring with regular
pentagons.  Be sure that the vertices of the consecutive pentagons lock properly.
Start by locking two pentagons side by side.

 

2

 

1

Putting the third pentagon this way will not work:
 

1

 

2

 

3

But putting the third pentagon this way will lead to a TESS-Ring:
 

1

 

2

 

3

 

5

 

4

 

3

 

2

 

1

 

10

 

9

 

8

 

7

 

6

 

5

 

4

 

3

 

2

 

1

Note that you will need 10 regular pentagons to close the ring.  Are there any other
TESS-Rings that can be created by regular pentagons?  Why do you think this is so?
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*Select the TESS-Ring you created, use Create New Tool function of the tool bar to add
your TESS-Ring to your custom made tools.  Name the tool “5TR10” with 5 indicating
the pentagonal base and 10 indicating the ring period.  Test your tool.

(II) Creating TESS-Rings with octagonal base:
*Use the regular octagon tool you developed to create a TESS-Ring with regular
octagons.  Again be sure that the vertices of the consecutive pentagons lock properly.

 

2

 

1

 

2

 

1

 

3

 

4

 

3

 

2

 

1

*Note that you can close the ring using either 4 or 8 regular octagons.  Are there any
other TESS-Rings that can be created by regular octagons?  Why do you think this is so?
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6

*Select the first of the TESS-Ring you created, use Create New Tool function of the tool
bar to add your TESS-Ring to your custom made tools.  Name the tool “8TR4” with 8
indicating the octagonal base and 4 indicating the ring period.  Then do the same for the
other TESS-Ring, naming the tool “8TR8”.  Test your tools.
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(III) Advanced Explorations and Research:
What other TESS-Rings are possible to create using other regular Polygons?

Hint: You will soon notice that the task of creating a TESS-Ring depends on discovering how many sides
to skip before you lock the vertices of consecutive regular polygons used. Here is an example of a failed
attempt and then an example of a successful attempt to create a TESS-Ring using regular decagons.

*Fill in the following chart as you explore various TESS-Rings created by various regular
polygons:

Note:
n: is the base of the TESS-Ring,  the number of sides of the regular polygon used to form the TESS-Ring
k: is the period of the TESS-Ring,  the number of such regular polygons needed to form a closed ring.

n k k k k k k
3      
4      
5 10      
6     
7      
8 4 8     
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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For example:
For n=5 only k=10 is entered as only one TESS-Ring is possible to create using 10 regular pentagons.  For
n=8 both k=4 and k=8 are entered as it is possible to create two TESS-Rings, using either 4 regular
octagons or 8 regular octagons.

* Do you notice any patterns in the chart you filled?

The Fundamental Question of TESS-Rings: how do the periods of TESS-Rings relate
to their bases?  In other words what is the relationship between n, (the number of sides of
the regular polygon used) and k (the number of such regular polygons needed to close the
ring)?

Make a conjecture as to the answer to the Fundamental Question of TESS-Rings.

Hint: Study the chart separately for odd and even values of n. You may wish to review the Number
Theoretical topic: “factors of a whole number”.
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